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I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is the third one of a series devoted to the study of optimal 
stochastic control in Hilbert spaces and of fully nonlinear second-order 
degenerate elliptic equations of the form 
F(D%, Du, u, x) = 0 in H, (1) 
where H is a separable Hilbert space, x denotes a generic point in H, 
u-the unknown-is a function from H into R, and Du and D% denote the 
first and second Frechet differentials. Since we will always identify H with 
its dual, Du(x) may be identified with an element of H while D2u(x) may 
be identified indifferently with a symmetric bounded bilinear form over H or 
a bounded self-adjoint operator on H. We will denote by L’(H) the space 
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of all symmetric bounded bilinear form on H and we will always assume 
at least that F satisfies 
F is bounded, uniformly continuous on bounded sets of 
L’(H)xHxRxH. (2) 
Degenerate ellipticity means that F satisfies 
F(A, P, t, xl d F(B, P, t, XL 
(3) 
where A > B is a notation corresponding to the partial ordering of the 
quadratic forms associated with A, B, i.e., 
A>B ifandonlyif (Ax,x)>(&x) for all x E H, (4) 
where we denote by (x, y), 1x1 respectively the scalar product and the norm 
of H. 
Our goal here is to obtain general uniqueness results for viscosity 
solutions of (I )-a notion that we recall below-under reasonable structure 
conditions on F. This will be done by purely “pde-viscosity theory” 
arguments. 
In parts I [20] and II [21], we considered general optimal stochastic 
problems in H and we presented results showing in particular that the 
value functions of these control problems are the unique viscosity solutions 
of the corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations, special cases of 
(1) which are derived via the so-called dynamic programming method. Part 
I was devoted to the case of general “bounded” stochastic evolutions in H 
while Part II was exclusively devoted to the study of the optimal control 
of Zakai’s equation, i.e., the stochastic partial differential equation which 
governs the unnormalized conditional probability distribution of a partially 
observed controlled diffusion process in finite dimensions. In contrast with 
Parts I and II, our treatment will use only pde arguments and thus will 
allow the class of fully nonlinear equations corresponding to stochastic 
differential games involving bounded stochastic evolutions. Let us also 
point out that we will recover as particular cases some of the results 
obtained in Part I [20] or in M. G. Crandall and P. L. Lions [S-7] in the 
context of infinite-dimensional first-order Hamilton-Jacobi equations. 
Let us give one model example of our results: consider the equation 
F(D*u(x)) + u(x) =f(x) in H, (5) 
where f~ BUC( H) (space of all bounded uniformly continuous functions 
on H) and FE BLJC( B,) (VR < co), where B, denotes the closed ball of 
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radius R in L’(H)-we will in fact use the same notation for balls in H or 
other spaces. We will need to make the following structure condition: there 
exists an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces H, of H such 
that UN H, is dense in H for which F satisfies, for all R < co, 
sup(IF(X+IQ.)-F(X)I/IIXlI dR, IER, 114 dR, X=f’,X&v)~ 0, (6) 
where 1). 11 denotes the norm in L’(H), and P,, QN denote the orthogonal 
projections onto H, and Hi. 
In Section II, we study this model problem and we prove in particular 
the 
THEOREM. Under assumptions (2), (3), and (6), there exists a unique 
viscosity solution of (5) in BUC(H). 
A typical example (meaningful for stochastic differential games) of 
nonlinearity F satisfying (6) is 
F(A) = inf sup [ -Tr(a@.A)], 
at.& BE&? 
where &, a are arbitrary parameter sets and aa0 is a family of nonnegative 
self-adjoint operators having finite trace, bounded independently of c1 and 
/?. Then, (6) holds as soon as Tr QNa@QN goes to 0 as N goes to + co, 
uniformly in CI, /3. This requirement is natural for stochastic differential 
games where d, 3 are often compact metric spaces and a@ depends 
continuously (in the trace class of operators) upon ~1, /?: then, clearly, the 
above condition holds. 
General equations are studied in Section III and the corresponding 
uniqueness results will be obtained under the same structure conditions as 
in finite dimensions (see, for instance, H. Ishii and P. L. Lions [15]) with 
the additional assumption (corresponding to (6)) that we make all 
throughout this paper: 
SUP{ lW+ iQ,v, P, t, ~1 -W, P, t, x)l/X~ B,, 
)A( d R, X= P,XP,} 7 0 (7) 
for all R < co, x E H, p E H, t E R. We will in fact follow M. G. Crandall’s 
approach [3], which is an elegant variant of [ 151. 
The existence results will be deduced in Section III from the uniqueness 
and comparison results using Perron’s method as in H. Ishii [13]. 
Let us recall now the definition of viscosity solutions: to this end, we 
introduce two notations. Let Cb (H) = (cp E C(H, R), cp is bounded on 
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bounded sets of H}, C;(H) = { cp E C?(H; KY), cp is bounded from bounded 
sets of H into L’(H)}. 
DEFINITION. Let u be a function from H into [w bounded on bounded 
subsets of H. Suppose that u is uppersemicontinuous (resp. lowersemicon- 
tinuous) on H, then u is a viscosity subsolution (resp. supersolution) of (1) 
if, for all cp E C,‘(H), the following inequality holds at each local maximum 
(resp. minimum) point x0 of u - cp: 
(resp. 
W2vM mdx,), 4%), x0) 2 0). 
If u E C,(H), then u is a viscosity solution of (1) if u is both a viscosity 
sub- and supersolution of (1). 
As usual, local may be replaced by local strict, global, or global strict 
and since the equation takes place in a Hilbert space we may even replace 
C,z by CF. Notice also that, because of (7), we are using the same defini- 
tion as in Part I (see Proposition II.1 in [20]). Various standard proper- 
ties of viscosity solutions like consistency under uniform convergence on 
bounded subsets are proven as in the case of a finite-dimensional 
space-see M. G. Crandall and P. L. Lions [S], M. G. Crandall, L. C. 
Evans, and P. L. Lions [4], and P. L. Lions [22,23]. The notion of 
viscosity solutions, introduced by M. G. Crandall and P. L. Lions [IS], has 
provided a very powerful tool allowing a complete theory of first-order 
problems (see M. G. Crandall and P. L. Lions [9] and the references 
aforementioned and therein) and also second-order problems in finite 
dimensions, due in particular to major progress made on uniqueness 
questions by R. Jensen [16] together with some developments by 
R. Jensen, P. L. Lions, and P. E. Souganidis [ 183, P. L. Lions and 
P. E. Souganidis [24], H. Ishii [ll], R. Jensen [ 173, N. S. Trudinger 
[26], and H. Ishii and P. L. Lions [15]. Let us mention also some major 
contributions to the tield made by H. Ishii [ 121 on existence questions via 
a “viscosity” .adaptation of the classical Perron method, and by G. Barles 
and B. Perthame [ 1 ] on weak passages to the limit. 
Let us mention at this stage that our uniqueness proof follows the 
scheme proposed in [15] and in particular relies heavily on the use of the 
so-called inf and sup convolutions (as introduced in J. M. Lasry and P. L. 
Lions [19]), which in addition to the properties used in finite-dimensional 
uniqueness proofs allow us to consider only finite-dimensional second- 
order expansions of some convex functions, using the structure conditions 
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(6) or (7). This is how we are able to turn around the difficulty mentioned 
in the Introduction of Part I [20] about the absence of full second-order 
expansions for convex functions in infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces. A 
reflection of this may be found in the fact that we do not fully recover the 
uniqueness results presented in Part I because of the restrictive condition 
(7). 
As is usual in the viscosity theory, many variants and extensions are 
possible: first of all, it is possible to weaken a bit our structure conditions 
of F (in particular those concerned with the behaviour of solutions as 
1x1 + co) with some care (and patience!). Then, as in finite dimensions, 
different behaviours at infinity are possible (see, for instance, H. Ishii [ 141 
and M. G. Crandall and P. L. Lions[ lo]), Cauchy problems are treated in 
a totally parallel way, and one may consider problems with boundary 
conditions (as in H. Ishii and P. L. Lions [lS], see also the references 
therein). We will not seek an extreme generality and we will instead choose 
the simplest variant and conditions. 
II. THE MODEL PROBLEM 
We consider in this section the model equation (5) and we prove the 
THEOREM 1. Let f, g E BUC(H) and lef u, v be bounded on H, and be 
respectively an upper semicontinuous viscosity subsolution of (5) and a lower 
semicontinuous viscosity supersolution of (5) with f replaced by g, then, if F 
satisfies (6), we have 
sup (u - v) d sup (f - g). 
H H 
(8) 
Remarks. ( 1) Of course, (8) implies the uniqueness of viscosity solu- 
tions of (5) in BUC(H). Furthermore, (8) also shows that if u is a viscosity 
solution of (5) in BUC(H) then, observing that u(. + h) is a viscosity 
solution in BUC(H) of (5) where f is replaced by f( . + h), we have 
sup b(x) -4.x + h)l d sup If(x) -f(x + h)l. (9) 
x E H x E H 
In particular, if f is Lipschitz on H, so is u with the same Lipschitz 
constant. 
(2) In the model equation (5), using the separated variables form of 
the equation, we may prove the existence very easily: indeed, because of (8) 
it is enough to solve (5) when f is bounded and Lipschitz on H (use 
the consistency of viscosity solutions to pass to the limit). Then, if 
If(x) -f(y)1 < C, lx - yl for all x, y E H and If(x) - F(O)1 < C, on H, we 
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observe that the proof of Theorem l-see also the general results of the 
next section-shows that a viscosity solution u E BUC(H) of 
max(F(D2u) + u -h IDu( + z4 - M) = 0 on H, (10) 
where A4= C, + C, + 1, satisfies (9) and thus is in fact a solution of (5). 
Finally, to build a solution of (IO), we may use Perron’s method as in 
[ 131, i.e., we define u(x) = sup{u(x)/u is a viscosity subsolution of (10) in 
BUC(H)} d b an o serving that any such u is bounded from above by M and 
is Lipschitz we proceed as in [13] and we conclude. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let N 2 1, 6 > 0. If x denotes a generic point in H, 
we may always choose an orthonormal basis (e,, e2, . ..) of H so that H, 
coincides with the vector space generated by e,, . . . . eN. And we will denote 
by xN, YN, . . . points in H, and by xly, yh, . . . points in Hi; finally, we will 
indifferently write x = (x,, x)N) or x = xN + x’,. 
With these notations, we introduce for all XE H 
C(x) = sup 
1 
:k E H; 
td(x,,,, &) - 5 I.& - & 
(11) 
G(x) = inf 
1 
zv E H,$ 
t’(XN,Zlv)+fi Ixh-4v12 
and we claim that, for all XL E H,$, G( ., x’,) and u”( ., XL) as functions over 
H, are respectively viscosity sub and supersolutions of 
F Dz,ii+iQN 
( ) 
+ii<f(',X',)+U(d) (12) 
F Dz,I’-iQN 
( > 
+C>g(.,x’,)-w(6), (13) 
where o(6) > 0 goes to 0 as 6 goes to 0,. 
We first conclude the proof of Theorem 1 by admitting this claim and 
then we prove it. Now, once (12) and (13) are obtained, we just have to 
appeal to the finite-dimensional uniqueness proofs (as in [ 18, 24, 151) to 
deduce for all E > 0 that 
sup (ii(xN, x’,) - v”(x,, xh,} 
HN 
d20(6)+m(s)+sup (f(., XL)- A.,&)) 
Hi 
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where m(s)+0 as s+O+. Observe indeed that II, i? are bounded and 
respectively upper and lower semicontinuous on H. Let us also mention to 
the (unfortunate) reader who is not familiar with the uniqueness proofs for 
viscosity solutions of second-order equations that a “complete” proof will 
be necessary in the case of a general equation (see Section III). 
Next, we remark that the right hand side of (14) is independent of XL, 
and that XL is arbitrary in Hb. Therefore, using (6) we deduce from (14) 
that 
sup {ii - a} 6 sup (f- g) + 20(d) + m(s) + PC(N), 
H H 
(15) 
where pE (N) + 0 as N -+ co, for each E > 0. At this point, we just have to 
recall from (11) that ii > U, r7 6 u to deduce 
sup (u-u) 6 sup (f- g) + 20(b) + m(E) +/&V). 
H H 
(16) 
We may then conclude by first letting N go to cc and then E, 6 go to 0,. 
Therefore, to complete the uniqueness proof in the model situation 
(Theorem l), we have to prove the claims (12) and (13). We will only 
prove (12) since (13) follows exactly in the same way. We begin with an 
incorrect proof, which, ignoring the technical difficulties about minimiza- 
tion in infinite-dimensional spaces, at least shows slearly the idea of the 
proof. In this incomplete argument, we will assume that suprema in (11) 
are always achieved. Then, to check (12) we consider X~E H,$, 
$E C’(H,), X,,, a maximum point of fi(x,, XX)- #(xN) over H,. And we 
have to show 
for some o(6). With the above simplification strategy, we obtain a point 
&,, E H,’ such that 
Then, we observe that we have 
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for all x,,,E H,, X~E H,$. In other words, (XN, Zh) is a global maximum 
point over H, x H,’ N H of u - &xN) - (l/6) lx:, - XL 1’. Therefore, by 
definition of viscosity (sub)solutions, we have 
(19) 
Then, (17) follows from (19) since li(X,, XX) 6 u(X,, Z)N) (see (18)) and on 
the other hand 
i/h;--1“,1*<{supu-infu}. 
H H 
Indeed, (20) follows from (18) and the fact that ii < u on H. 
Unfortunately, the existence of Zh satisfying (18) is not automatic 
(without further assumptions on u) and we need to complicate a bit the 
proof of (12) using perturbation arguments based upon the perturbed 
optimization results due to I. Ekeland and G. Lebourg [ 111, C. 
Stegall [25], and J. Bourgain [2]. First of all, without loss of generality, 
we may assume in the proof above that XN is a strict maximum point of 
ii(xN, XL) - d(x) over H, and that 4 converges to + co as lxNl goes to 
+ co, say quadratically, i.e., 
vlrl’<d(z)4; Iz12 for Iz\ large, for some v E (0, 1). (21) 
Then, we consider the maximization over H = H, x H,’ of 
Since this function is U.S.C. on H and goes to - cc at infinity quadratically, 
we deduce from the results of [ll, 25,2] that, for any y >O, there exist 
p E H,, q E H, satisfying 1~1, 141 < y and such that 
4x,, xiv) - &XIV) - $ IX’N - XL I2 + (p, XN) + (4, x)N) (22) 
has a (unique) maximum point at some (a,, &) (which thus depends 
upon y). Then, we may write 
(23) 
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In order to conclude, we just have to show that 
as Y+O+, (24) 
(25) 
Indeed, (17) then follows from (23) upon letting y go to 0,. Observing 
that all points of interest are bounded by some R < cc in view of the 
behaviours at infinity, we first remark that if Izh/ d R 
for some C, > 0 depending only on R. Maximizing over zh, this yields 
I?@,, XL) - &?.N) 2 ii@,, XL) - qqXN) - c,y, (27) 
and (24) is proven in view of the properties of X,. But, in view of the chain 
of inequalities in (26) and of the fact that (27) yields 
H(I,, XL) -+ qx,, XL) as y+O+ (28) 
we easily deduce (25) thus proving our claim and completing the proof of 
Theorem 1. u 
III. BEYOND THE MODEL PROBLEM 
We now turn to the study of comparison results for general equations 
and we recall that we always assume (2), (3), and (7). Exactly as in the 
finite-dimensional case some structure conditions are needed, which we 
now list: we require that F satisfies, for each R E (0, GO), 
FM P, t, x) 2 4% p, s, x) + y(t -s) 
forall AeL’(H),pEH,R>t>s> -R,xEH, forsome y>O, (29) 
W + aD2r4x), P + WAX), t, x) > F(A, p, t, x)-a(u) 
ford1 II~II~R,lpldR,ltldR,x~H,a~(O,a,), 
for some tcO > 0, (30) 
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where cr(c() +O as u-+0+, P E C’(H), L+, D2p are bounded on H, and 
p + +m as 1x1 + co, 
F X,7, 
i 
t,x -F -Y, 
> i 
lx-Y12 
-+ IX-Y1 
6 
(31) 
for all x, y E H, 1 tI < R, 6 E (0, 6,) A’, Y satisfying 
(32) 
and we want the structure condition (31) to hold for some 6, > 0, w(s) 
such that o(s) -+ 0 as s + 0 + , and this for any R E (0, co). 
Exactly as in [ 141, one may check that (3 1) holds in the following case: 
let 
F(A, p, t, x) = inf sup { -Tr{ a”Pa”B’A } 
U6.d gea 
- (b”“, p) + c@t - f”B}, 
where d, ~8 are two given parameter sets and where the coefficients 
aorB, b@, caB, f@ satisfy the assumptions 
C”P J” are uniformly continuous on H, uniformly in 
crE:d,fiE93 (33) 
ba” are Lipschitz from H into H, uniformly in IX E ~2, p E B (34) 
for all x, JJIZ H, o@(x) is a bounded linear operator from 
H into a given Hilbert space V such that Tr 6(x) @(x)* 
<cc and Tr{ (c@(x) - o”p( y))(@(x) - c@(y))*} < 
C,,lx - y12 for all CLE d, /I E .%? and for some Co inde- 
pendent of x, y, CX, 8. (35) 
Furthermore, (3) always holds while (2) holds provided c@, b@, cap, f”” 
are uniformly bounded on balls of H. In addition, (7) holds if we have for 
some C, 2 0 
i$ { -Tr{ ozBc@*D2p} - (bx8, Dp) + c@p} 3 -C, on H (36) 
and (29) holds if inf,,B c Or8 2 c > 0 on H for some c > 0. 
Finally, (7) holds if we have for all x E H 
Tr{o”“(x) a@(x)* QN} T 0, uniformly in c1 E &, fi E W. (37) 
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This example corresponds of course to the so-called Isaacs’ equations 
associated with stochastic differential games and contains as a particular 
example the Hamilton-Jaobi-Bellman equations considered in Part I [20], 
associated with optimal stochastic control. Notice, however, that in this 
last case the assumption (37) was not required in [20] while further 
regularity conditions on the coefficients were assumed. 
We may now state our main result. 
THEOREM 2. We assume (2), (3), (7), and (29)-( 3 1). Let u, u be bounded 
on H and be respectively an upper semicontinuous viscosity subsolution and 
a lower semicontinuous supersolution of (1) then u < v on H. 
Remrk. As usual in the viscosity theory, one can weaken a bit the con- 
ditions (29), (31) if u or v is Lipschitz on H: indeed, in this case, (29) needs 
only to be satisfied for \p\ < R while (3 1) needs only to be satisfied for 
x, y E H such that (x - yl Q RS (for any given R < co ). 
By a direct application of Perron’s method as in H. Ishii [13], we 
deduce from the preceding comparison result the following existence result. 
THEOREM 3. We assume (2), (3), (7), (29), (30), and (31). ZJ in addition, 
F(0, 0, 0, .) is bounded over H, there exists a unique viscosity solution 
~EBUC(H) of (1). 
We now turn to the 
Proof of Theorem 2. First of all, we need to introduce a few notations. 
If cp is U.S.C. on H, x0 E H, we denote by 
D!+ cp(xd = ((X, P) E L’(H) x H/lim sup (V(X)- cp(x,) - (p, x -x0) 
x - xg 
+(x(x-x,),x- x,,} Ix-x~l-2~o} (38) 
0: dx,) = {(X, p, t) E L’(H) x H x [w/3x, E H, 3X, E L’(H), 
3p, E H such that x, 7 x0, p,, 7 p, X, n. x P(X”) -y t>. 
(39) 
Similariy, one defines 0’ of 02 for I.s.c. functions cp on H by replacing 
lim sup and ( ~0) by lim inf and ( >O) or equivalently by setting 
D’ d-d = -0: (-cp)(x,), P W,) = -q (-cp)(%). (40) 
As observed in H. Ishii and P. L. Lions [15], a locally bounded U.S.C. 
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function u on H is a viscosity subsolution (resp. a locally bounded 1s.~. 
function u on H is a viscosity supersolution) of (1) if and only if 
(resp. 
f-(X, p, t, x) d 0 for all x E H, (X, p, t) E D: u(x) (41) 
w, p, 4 xl 3 0 for all x E H, (X, p, t) E a?. u(x)). (42) 
Next, we introduce for ~1, 6 >O the function 
@=u(x)-v(y)-&1X-y~2-Zp(X)-ap(y). (43) 
Since u and v are bounded and p goes to + cc at infinity, we may use as 
in the proof of Theorem 1 the abstract optimization results to deduce that, 
foranyy,>O,thereexistp,,p,EHsuchthat Ip116y1,1p21<y1and 
@(x, y) + (pl, x) + (p2, y) admits a unique strict maximum at (X, j) (44) 
at least on a closed ball & of radius R = R(y,) which goes to + cc as y, 
goes to 0. In fact, choosing slightly more complicated perturbations like 
(PI 7 xi&-i?) + (p2, y/Jixi% we may even achieve a unique strict 
maximum over H x H and this is why we will ignore in what follows the 
restriction to the ball QR. Of course, in the statement (44) (X, j) is an 
interior maximum point. Finally, by strict we mean that all maximizing 
sequences converge to (X, j). 
The main ingredient of the proof of Theorem 2 will be the 
LEMMA 4. With the above notations and assumptions, we can find for all 
N 2 1 operators X,, Y, satisfying (32) and XN = PNXNPN, Y, = P, Y,P, 
such that - - 
&+;Q,+ u(X) E iy u’(?c) 
-y,-;Q,,?$ u(Y) 
> 
k-z P u’(Y), (46) 
Remarks. (1) This lemma is an infinite-dimensional variant of 
Theorem 1 in M G. Crandall [3], which was in turn a sharpened version 
of some result from H. Ishii and P. L. Lions [ 151. 
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(2) Notice of course that 
a: u'(X) = a: u(2) + ( -aD2p(X), -aDp(X)+ PI, -a&q + (PI, 2)) (47) 
62 u’(Y) = P 4.9 + (aD2dY), ah4.P) - p2, w(Y) - (p2, 3). (48) 
We first conclude the proof of Theorem 2 and then we will prove 
Lemma 4 (which will be the crucial step). By the above lemma and (47), 
(48) we deduce immediately 
- - 
F XN+$Qn+aD2p(\'),~ 
( 
+ aDp(.?) - pl, u(X), X < 0 
> 
(49) 
F -YN-~Qp--aD2p(j),~-- 
( 
- - 
a&4.?) + p2, 4Y), J 2 0. > 
(50) 
Using the continuity of F, (29), and (30), we deduce from (49) and (50) 
that 
- - 
v{u(X)-u(j)}+F X,+@+(P),X 
> 
1 G w’(y,) + w’(a), for some v > 0, (51 
where w1 depends on 6, a, w* depends on 6, and ol, w*(s) + 0 as s + 0, 
Next, we deduce from (7) and (5 1) that - - 
v{u(X) - u(j)} + F A',,,,, y, u(X), X 
> 
-F - Y,, 7, u(X), j 
6 U’(h) + W’(Y) + w3(N), 
where o3 depends on 6, a, y, and w3(N) + 0 as N + co. 
We may then apply (31) to obtain finally 
(52) 
~(4-3 - u(Y)} d w’(y,) + w2(y) + w3(N) + w  
( 
IX- VI2 
-+/Ix-y/ . 6 
> 
(53) 
It is then easy to conclude by observing that 
lim lim sup lim sup 6 I~-112=o 
s-o a-6 71-O 
(54) 
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and 
lim lim sup lim sup (u(Z) - u(j)} 
6-O a-o 7 , - 0 
=,liy SUp{U(X)-U(y)/iX-yl <K} 
+ 
(“straightforward” observations which were first made by A. Sayah- 
unpublished). Indeed, first let N go to co, then y, go to 0, then a go to 0, 
and finally 6 go to 0 in (53) to recover 
v sup(u(x) - u(x)) 
H 
d V ,I::+ SUp(U(X) - u(.V)/lX - J’l d K) d 0, (56) 
thus concluding the proof of Theorem 2. 
Proof of Lemma 4. Some of the key arguments to be used in this proof 
follow from the proof of Theorem 1. To simplify notations, we will still 
denote by u = u’, u = u’ so that (X, -C) becomes a unique strict maximum 
point of @. Also, as we said before, we will ignore technicalities at infinity 
which can be easily (but carefully) tracked down or suppressed by con- 
sidering more elaborate perturbations than the linear ones. Then, we fix 
N 3 1 and we introduce ii, 6 given by ( 11) as in the proof of Theorem 1. Let 
us remark at this stage that we have clearly 
=sup u(x,, xh)-u(y/v, J&)-i IzX-&12 
1 
-; ,zk- yhJ2/xX, yjy, z&H; 1 
= sup 
i 
4xAbx)N)-U(YN, y&j IxidM2/xk .v;EH; 
1 
(57) 
for all xv, y, E H,. Recall indeed the fundamental Hilbertian identity 
x+v2 1 Iz--x12+ lz-y12=2 z-2 I I +j lx-Y12, 
for all x, y, z E H. (58) 
In view of (57), maximizing ii(x,, zh)-fi(yN, zh)- (l/26) JxN- y,(’ 
over H, x H, x H,’ is equivalent to the maximization of @. Then, the first 
step of the proof of Lemma 4 will precisely consist in maximizing 
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e?v, J’N, ZX) = w/v, zh) - qy,, zk) -$ IXN - y,1* (59) 
over H,x H,xHk. Then, for any y2 > 0, there exist p3, p4 E H,, ps E Hi 
such that IP~I,IP~I~ II+ dyz and 
4 + (P3l XN) + (P4, YN) + (Pst A) 
admits a unique strict maximum, at (m,, jN, TX). (6’3) 
In particular, we have 
& xNr YN, 2;) + (pj, xN) + (p4, yN) has a maximum at (a,, jN). (61) 
By the result of [3] (see also [ 153) we deduce the existence of 
x~., Y~E H,, cc, qk E H,, Xi, YL satisfying the properties stated in 
Lemma 4 and such that 
- - _ - 
u”(y,, %,) 7 v”(yN> ?V), 
X,-Y, 
tk 7 ~ 
xN-YN 
6 ’ 
qk?- 
6 
(62) 
tx;, tk) E O: w(xk), where w( .) = ii( ., 2;) (63) 
(- y:, l;lk) E 0’ w(yk)> where w( .) = i?( ., &). (64) 
In fact, one may choose xkr yk so that (Xk, rk) and (- Yk, qk) define 
second-order expansions. 
Let us observe also that, in view of (57), (58), and (60), it follows easily 
that as y2 goes to 0 (6 and yi being fixed) the following convergences hold: 
xN + xN, YN + YN, 
&J+jX 
2:,-k- 
2 ’ 
(65) 
The final step in the proof of Lemma 4 is to pull back the expansions 
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implied by (63, (64) on ii or zj to the level of u and u in order to conclude. 
This is done by an additional perturbation argument which follows the one 
made in the proof of Theorem 1. We first deduce from (63) and (64) the 
existence of cp, $ E C’(H,) such that 
4~) d v(z) on H,, dXk) = 4XkL MXk) = 5ks 
D’cp(x,) = XL, where w( .) = ii( ., &) 
w(z) 2 W) on H,, 44Yk) = W(Yk)t h@k) = qk, 
D*$(y,)= -YL,wherew(.)=ij(.,Z’,), 
(67) 
(68) 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that cp, -$ grow quadratically 
at infinity and that 
ii@, 2;) + Iz - xk I4 A 1 < q(z) on H, 
qz, &- Iz- y,14 A 12$(z) on H,. 
(69) 
Then, using once more the perturbed optimization results, we deduce that, 
for any y3 > 0, there exist p6, p7 E H such that Ip6 1, Ip, I d y3 and 
admits a unique strict maximum at 2, j. (70) 
Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1, using (67)-(69), one checks that, 
as y3 goes to 0 (6, yl, y2, k being fixed), the following convergences hold: 
(71) 
Thus, if we combine (62), (65), (66), and (71), we deduce that 
i + 2, 3 -+ Y, u(i) -+ u(X), 4.9) -+ 4.9 (72) 
as we first let y3 go to 0, then k go to cc, then y2 go to 0. 
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On the other hand, (70) implies 
In order to conclude, we just have to remark that since X);, Y”, satisfy (32), 
A$,, Y”, are Nx N bounded symmetric matrices and therefore without loss 
of generality we may assume that 
q+XN, Yk+ Y, (75) 
as k goes to + co (yz being fixed). We conclude easily by first letting y3 go 
to 0, then k go to 00, and finally yz go to 0, using (72) and observing 
D2wN)y+--+-yNr D2diN) y3 cq+ XN? 
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